Miss Isabella Irwin, Head Cashier, Foresees Cash Shortage at Institute

Made Arrangements for Large Cash Supply Last Saturday

Miss Isabella Irwin, in charge of the cashier’s office described by Sup- erintendent Ford as the person responsible for the strong cash position in which the office found itself at the start of the bank holiday, explained last evening what caused her to keep unnec- essarily large amounts of cash on hand during this past week. According to Miss Irwin the first trouble at the cashier’s office came during the early part of last week, following the closing of the Ohio and Michigan banks. Some checks were closing, the cashier’s office accommodated all men by sending a limited amount of cash drawn on the closed banks.

TEXTILE RESEARCH CLASS GIVEN HERE

Course Includes Instruction In Testing and Textile Microscopy

An intense six-week course in research for executives and research directors of textile mills will open at the Institute on March 24. The course, which is especially designed for labora- tory men, mill agents, and contractors, is open to all men with current technical developments in research, and will be held in the evenings from Monday to Friday and Saturday of each week for a limited group.

The course will be jointly conducted by George E. Haven, professor of ad- visory research, chemistry, and Edward K. Schwarz, assistant professor of textile technology. In a series of lectures and demonstrations George E. Haven will discuss the physical and testing and analysis of textiles by means of ma- chanical devices, while Professor Schwarz will present the theory and practices of textile microscopics.

BELL TRIUMPHS IN 4-0 DASH AND SETS NEW RECORD

Takes Final in 7 Seconds Flat To Eclipse Old Record Made in 1923

EQUALS WORLD’S RECORD

Becomes First Technology Man Since 1926 to Capture I. C. 4-A Title

Glaring a brilliant winter season, Captain Dick Bell of the Technology track took set a new intercollegiate A.A.A. indoor record of 7 seconds 54 in winning the 70-yard dash from a strong field at the annual indoor championship meet, which was held last Saturday night at the Gilbert Field Artillery Armory in New York. In addition to creating a new col- lege mark, Bell also equaled the world’s record set up last year by Kenetor Mc- chison in 1923 and equalled this mark this winter by Ralph Metcalfe. The for- mation price.

Dorm Committee Solves Crisis; Will Accept I.O.U.’s At Dance

Students and Faculty Fear Financial Crisis

STUDENTS AND FACULTY FEEL FINANCIAL CRISIS

CASHIER’S OFFICE LIMITS PAYMENTS TO CONSERVE CASH

Faculty Members Allowed $5.00; Students Limited to $2.00 and Walker Coupons

ACTIVITIES ACCEPT CREDIT

Arrange to Have Redemptions And Tickets Paid for Through Deferred Accounts

Hundreds of students and faculty members are feeling the pinch of the present banking crisis and are finding it increasingly difficult to cash checks with which to supplement their fast diminishing funds. The one thing since Saturday has been operating on a severely curtailed withdrawal pro- gram, with every effort being made to distribute the cash on hand only to absolutely needed.
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CONFIDENCE RESTORED

A MOST universal acclamation has been given by economists to President F. D. Roosevelt's drastic action in declaring a national emergency followed by appropriate steps. It is apparent that the days of daily-failing are over and that decisive Federal action will be taken.

Out of the wreckage of the present banking situation will come a new and better system of banking. It is the belief of the Federal Reserve Board and the Secretary of the Treasury that the system of banking must be made more secure for the American people. The Federal Reserve Board, by taking control of the nation's banking system, has made a decisive step toward a new and better system of banking.

Economists differ in the manner in which they would see the situation solved, some of them still cannot see the principle. The banks must shift from immediate liquidity to long time planning, with a new sense of values. The objective of our industrial and financial leaders is the establishment of a new prosperity, nationwide and untrammeled.
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Technology Captain Wins Title in 7 Seconds Flat To Equal World's Record

Bells Sets New I.C. A-Record In Dash

Technology Captain Wins Title in 7 Seconds Flat To Equal World's Record

BREAKS TEN-YEAR COLLEGIATE MARK

Becomes First Technology Man Since 1926 to Capture I. C. A. Title

(The story continued from page one)

The team's victory over Temple and Bowdoin has brought the team one of its finest victories for years.

End of story.

The Institute Institute Squash Men Shut Out By Yale Squad, 5-0

Three Technology Men to Play In Intercollegiate Squash Meet at New Haven

Opposing a well-balanced team of finished players, the Technology squash team lost its first intercollegiate match of the season to Yale on Friday evening by the score of 5 to 0. Every match was hotly contested, of going to the limit of five games.

The feature match of the evening between Luce of Tech and Goodwyn of Yale was the first five-game match the Tech team has played. Luce beat Goodwyn, 5-0, in the first match of the evening. The second match was overturned by Driscoll of Tech, 5-4. The third was played between Rothen of Tech and Lehman of Yale, the former winning, 5-4.

In the first five-game match of the evening, the Tech team's victory was won by Toppino and Siegal in 5.9 semi-final, 5.0 final.

The Tech team is now in the running for the freshmen men's national champion, and has been seeking admission to the Association which includes Yale, Harvard, and the Navy. The Tech team has played against the freshmen men with a total of ten, and the Tech team is not far behind in the running for the championship.
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Monday, March 6, 1933.

CALENDAR

Tuesday, March 7
5:00 P.M.—Banjo Club Rehearsal, East Lounge, Walker Memorial.
5:00 P.M.—Society of Industrial Engineers Dinner, Grill, Walker Memorial.
5:00 P.M.—Army Ordnance Society Reunion, North Hall, Walker Memorial.

Wednesday, March 8
5:00 P.M.—Ambassadors Rehearsal, West Lounge, Walker Memorial.
5:00 P.M.—Stratton Prize, of the Combined Professional Societies of the English Department.

Thursday, March 9
9:00 A.M.—Basketball Tournament, Hangar Gym.
5:00 P.M.—Ambassadors Rehearsal, East Lounge, Walker Memorial.

Friday, March 10
9:00 A.M.—Basketball Tournament, Hangar Gym.
7:20 P.M.—Basketball Tournament, Hangar Gym.
9:00 P.M.—Dorm Dance, Main Hall, Walker Memorial.

Professor Henry G. Pearson, head of the English Department, has placed the facilities of the state at the disposal of those wishing assistance and coaching in the organization and delivery of the papers. The advisors have been acquainted with the rules of the contest, and will be ready to help the members of the faculty running between.

It is further planned to present a new atomic number, having no reference to any chemical element, but being a novel class of atoms at the polls of the Walker gym with the aid of ultra-violet light, and fluorescent costumes.

After feverish activity in rounding up members of the cast and ballet for a rehearsal last night, it was discovered that the general manager of the show had dismissed the pianist with the admonition that there would be no repetition that evening. Then the manager was extremely embarrassed and commenced tearing his hair upon learning that every man in the chorus was present but no piano!

GLEE CLUB GIVES CREDIT EXTENSION

For Show Tickets

CAFE A MELON

ELECTIONS

Volume LII of the Tech is pleased to announce the election of the following men to the position of Associate Managing Editors: Richard Taylor, '34; and David Horvitz, '34.
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